A robust dynamic evolutionary algorithm (labeled RODEA), where both the robust calculation and mutation operator are based on an orthogonal design, is proposed in this paper. Previous techniques calculate the mean effective objective (for robust) by using samples without much evenly distributing over the neighborhood. The samples by using orthogonal array distribute evenly. Therefore the calculation of mean effective objective more robust. The new technique is generalized from the ODEA algorithm [1] . An orthogonal design method is employed on the niches for the mutation operator to find a potentially good solution that may become the representative in the niche. The fitness of the offspring is therefore likely to be higher than that of its parent. We propose a complex benchmark, consisting of moving function peaks, to test our new approach. Numerical experiments show that the moving solutions of the algorithm are a little worse in objective value but robust.
THE CONCEPT OF DYNAMIC ROBUST OPTIMIZATION
We consider a dynamic optimization problem of the following type: ) , ( arg ) ( where x=(x 1 , x 2 , …, x N ) and S is the search space. In addition to depending on the variables x, the function values of f are time dependable. But the dimension N of x and the search space S are fixed with time. x max (t) is the optimal solution at time t. It is impractical and even impossible to find the precise time-dependable optimal solutions x max (t) for an optimization approach. The practical way is to track the moving optimal. The optimization approaches must spend time on finding the optimal solution at any time point. We must, therefore, suppose that the environment has a sudden change with a comparative long static. That is, the function values of f are only dependent on variables x without time-dependent in the static stage where we hope the algorithm approaches the optimal as much as possible.
When the objective f is highly sensitive to perturbation in variable space, the solutions relatively insensitive to the perturbations are much important. Those solutions are called robust solutions. One of the main approach portrayed in static optimization is to use a mean effective objective function (f eff (x)) for robust optimization, instead of the original function f(x) itself. Here, we give a definition for a dynamic optimization problem. 
Definition 1 Dynamic robust Solution:
where
where Bδ (x) is a super-rectangle with x being its center and side lengthen being the vector δ= (δ 1 , δ 2 , …, δ N ). Bδ (x) is called δ -neighborhood of solution x .
2.Computing Robust Solutions Based On Orthogonal Array
As mentioned earlier, definition 1 requires optimizing effective objective function. To compute effective objective function values, H different points in theδ(t)-neighborhood of solution x at time t are computed and their average is taken. It is intuitive that if the more neighbor-points are chosen for computing the mean effective function, the objective value will be closer to the theoretical average value; however, the computation will take more time. We denote the close value by f est (x, t). Here a comparatively small H is chosen. These H points can be chosen randomly the neighborhood while in the literature [2] they are chosen in a systematic manner. In this paper, The H points are chosen by orthogonal array. To create a orthogonal pattern, the perturbation range (around [-δ i , δ i ]) of each variable (factor) is divided into exactly Q-1 equal portions with Q levels. Let Q=5 and J=2, then H =5 2 =25 (cf. [1] ). The 25 points will evenly distribute over the δ-neighborhood
Implementing The New Algorithm
According to robust solution definition, the objective function for RODEA algorithm is f est (x, t), while that for ODEA(cf. [ 1]) is f(x, t) . Therefore, the details of the RODEA algorithm are almost the same as ODEA [1] . The details of the RODEA algorithm is skipped.
TEST PROBLEM AND THE RESULTS OF NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The Test Function
Similar to the test problem 3 in literature [2] , we propose a benchmark problem. Its robust optimal solution changes with time t as in the following. 
The Results Of the Numerical Experiments
Let t=0, 0.1, 0.2, …, 0.9, 1, 0 be the sudden environmental changes. We repeat 100 runs of the RODEA algorithm for each environment change: t=0, 0.1, 0.2, …, 0.9, 1, 0. We have the RODEA algorithm evaluates the f est () 50000 times (about evolves 500 generations) to close to the optimal solution during the first time step (t=0). Afterwards, the RODEA algorithm evaluates the f est () 10000 times (about evolves 100 generations) to close to the optimal solution during each time step. Tables 1, 2 show the (robust) solutions at each time step. Tables 1 shows the RODEA track the global optimal without robust consideration. Tables 2 shows the RODEA can track the robust optimal with neighboring radiusδ i =0.02. It also shows the original local optimal solution becomes the robust optimal solution when the time step t increases from 0.8 to 0.9. But, when the time step t changes from 1.0 to 0.0, the original global solution becomes back the robust optimal solution. 
